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Reigate Beekeepers
BeeNews August 2013

Comments about and contributions for publication in will be welcomed by the editors.
For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.

Photo opportunity of the Month
Can you identify what this is a photo of ?

One of our members has been putting a Christmas present of a
microscope, complete with a PC camera, to use and has produced this
image to satisfy a curiosity about a particular aspect of the honey bee.
Can you correctly identify what this image is of and what function is
being revealed? And for extra kudos, can you name the bee keeper?
More clues are provided somewhere on the website, along with a form
to submit your suggestions to the editors. No prizes, but the names of
those finding the clues and form and then providing the correct answer
will be mentioned in dispatches ... or next months .

Date Event / Description Venue / Contact

Aug, Wed 7th Summer Meeting / Training  (18:30 - 19:30) Henfold Apiary

Aug, Sat 10th Bee Diseases Clinic
Details to be advised, check website for updates.

tba
Bob Maurer

Aug, Sat 10th Okewood Hill Fair (~13:00 - ~17:30)
RBK stall to promote Beekeeping & sell products

Okewood
Paul Cleaver

Aug, Wed 14th Summer Meeting / Training  (18:30 - 19:30) Henfold Apiary

Aug, Wed 21st Summer Meeting / Training (18:30 - 19:30) Henfold Apiary

Aug, Wed 28th Last Summer Meeting / Training  (18:30 - 19:30 ’ish) Henfold Apiary

Aug, Wed 28th End of Summer Team Skittles (20:00 -22:30 ’ish)
£10.00/head. Sign-up on list at apiary or contact Andrew.

Surrey Oaks, Newdigate
Andrew Buchanan

Aug, Sat 31st Outwood Village Show (13:00 - 17:00)
RBKA stall to sell products & promote beekeeping.

Outwood
Mike Hill/Jack Chapman

Sep, Wed 4th Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:30)
Topic tba

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Sep, Sun 15th Banstead Downland Day
RBKA stall to sell products & promote beekeeping.

Banstead Downs
Mike Hill

Sep, Wed 25th
Entries to be with Celia for Module Exams on 9th Nov
The BBKA deadline 30th Sept, but they need to get there!

BBKA
Celia Perry

Oct, Wed 2nd Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:30)
Topic tba

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Oct, Sat 12th Reigate Beekeepers Annual Honey Show
Showcasing and competing with this years efforts.

Priory School Reigate
Maggie Minter

Oct, 24th - 26th The 82nd National Honey Show
plus beekeeping classes, lecture convention & workshops.

Weybridge
Bob Maurer

More dates? The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates Click Here

Dates for your Diary

http://rbkbblog.com/events/diary-dates/
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Our website is update much more regularly than this monthly edition
of , so click here Members Website for lots more information
about Reigate Beekeepers, all the latest news and activity updates.

Making the most of what you have.

What a difference sunshine makes. The past weeks of ‘heat wave’ weather may have made us
drowsy, but it certainly seems to have awakened the bees … for those fortunate enough to have
any to be woken. Many colonies have been transformed, as if overnight, from being basket
cases to having basket-fulls of brood, stores and even surplus in their supers.
We should now do well to remember that our bees do not read the books and tips and checklists
that we absorb and attempt to use to manage our beekeeping by. The nectar flows that
conventionally slow up and end during August may yet continue through August and even
beyond due to late developing sources of forage. In addition to still rapidly filling stores and
supers, the bees efforts to make hay while the sun shines is also evidenced by a very sudden
end to swarming. All their energy is now being focused on building up and making the very best
of what they have.
Something we also need to be doing. And we are talking about Reigate Beekeepers in general
rather than our colonies. As the task of raising significant grant funding gets underway to build
an all weather structure at Henfold Copse for our educational aspirations, now is not the time
to sit back and wait until the building is built. Instead, in the meantime we must maximise the
use of what we have already, which is not insignificant.
Sitting in Henfold Copse during the Summer BBQ a few weeks ago, really brought home the
realisation that we have a tremendous site as well as facilities already able to be used for all
manner of events. What does seem to be needed are even more members to take a more active
role in the indirect beekeeping activities. Hardly a months edition of passes without it
including requests for bodies to do this or help with that from hard pressed committee or
sub-committee members.
We would much prefer to be filling these pages with lengthy rôle calls of previously unsung
members who have been involved in some event, rather than pleadings from the same few for
help.  (And we haven't even got round to asking for more contributions to these pages!)

Richard & Graham

http://rbkbblog.com
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 Events News

As temperatures started to soar for our long
awaited summer, a number of Reigate
Beekeepers were on duty at the RHS Hampton
Court Flower Show during the 9th - 14th July.
The BBKA had its own Bee
House marquee that was
shared with the Bumble Bee
Conservation Trust, who
provided as a centre piece its
‘bumblearium’ with live
bumble bees flying in a
terratium enclosure.

It was a winning combination, earning
the award for the Best Marquee
Feature in the show.

Outside, a bee garden
alongside the marquee,
had been created by local
garden designer Rachel
Parker who also won the
Best Garden Exhibit Award.
In addition to an innovative
screening wall of old apple
boxes, the garden included
two live hives with flying
bees, enabling four
inspection demo’s each
day.
In the marquee, under the mega bee, the BBKA

had an observation hive,
Rowse honey tasting, candle
rolling and examples of hives
and extraction equipment on
show, plus a range of BBKA
information leaflets.

BBKA’s Tim Lovett had some 40 volunteers to
man the exhibits drawn from numerous
Associations & Divisions. All rostered to cover
morning and afternoon ‘shifts’ over the 6 days.
A strong Reigate Beekeepers contingent was
provided by Bob Maurer, Paul Cleaver,
Richard Ramsden, Jill Forbes and both
Richard and Val Bradfield during the
Thursday and Friday sessions.
A total of just under £1300 was collected in the
‘donations hive’, well up on last years event.

The stand was also
visited for a third
time by HRH Camilla
Duchess of Cornwall
on the Wednesday.
Accompanied by Tim
Lovett, she looked on
as David Aston, no
less, conducted a
demo inspection. The
queen came to him
straight away of
course.
Meanwhile … the
Reigate input extended beyond talking to the
visiting public. Paul Cleaver was instrumental
in enabling the bees in the observation hive to
eventually fly. The hive had been set-up within
the marquee with access to the outside via a
long 50 mm dia. plastic plumbing pipe. It ran
vertically from the side of the hive before
poking out the side of the tent at a safe height
of 8 feet. By Thursday, concern was increasing
that the bees were not foraging outside
amongst the acres of flowering show gardens.
Then Paul asked the question… “is there a rope
in the pipe?”
Apparently not; presenting the bees with the
challenge of flying vertically up the middle of a
narrow tube, too slippery to crawl up. Paul
managed to obtain a length of heavy gauge
rope and one end of which was fed in from the
high exit down to the short horizontal junction
with the observation hive itself.
By Friday, the bees had worked
out how to crawl up and down
the course rope within the 8 ft
long tube, and were happily
coming and going. And were no
doubt also now enjoying the
Flower Show themselves.
More images of the Bee House display are on
the website, under Event Reports. Click here.

A Right Royal Show for BBKA by Richard Bradfield with thanks to Tim Lovett

Please Leave a Comment

Click to comment on this item…

photo of HRH Cornwall courtesy of Tim Lovett

http://rbkbblog.com/2013/08/01/a-right-royal-show-for-bbka/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/06/29/august-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/06/29/august-2013-beenews-comment/
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Henfold Copse apiary will be the venue for this clinic, the big
marque / gazeebo (donated to Reigate Beekeepers by Robin
& Pauline Sparkes) will keep the sunshine off those using

the microscopes.

This is an adult bee disease clinic, and will concentrate on
Nosema sp. If time permits acarine testing will also be

demonstrated, so members can see how it is done.

Click here for advice about how to take samples of your bees.

Testing your bees is an important part of your bee husbandry. So ensure you take full
advantage of this opportunity. Samples can be delivered to Henfold from 10:30 am on

Saturday 10th, or if that is not possible there are two other options :-
(1) You can bring them to Henfold Copse on Wednesday 7th

(2) Leave them in a wooden box outside Bob Maurer’s house, (19 Fairlawn Drive,
Redhill, RH1 6JP), from Wednesday 7th until 8:00 am on Saturday 10th.

We also need volunteers on the day to prepare samples for testing. If you are able
to assist please advise Bob - 07740 707500 or bob@maurer.uk.com

The charge for testing which goes entirely to Reigate Beekeepers funds is £1 per colony for
the first 5 colonies and 50p per colony after that.

Bee Clinic - Saturday 10th August

photos source scientificbeekeeping.com and Dave Cushman

To mark the all too imminent end of the
Summer Apiary meetings, another right
raucous skittles competition is arranged at
the Surrey Oaks pub (in Newdigate) for
Wednesday the 28th August. Commencing
at 8:30 pm, it will follow on from the last
session at the apiary that same evening.
Sandwiches and finger buffet will be provided,
during the evening and participants need to
group themselves into teams of four, with
appropriate team names being obligatory.
Andrew Buchanan is organising the event,
and how to book your participation is outlined
in the pen-ultimate paragraph.

A charge of £10 per head
applies to cover costs of the
refreshments and hire of the
skittle ally.
Book yourself or your party on
the event ASAP.
Add your name(s) to the
booking list on the ‘office’
container door at the apiary,
or phone Andrew  on 01306
712773, email andrewb38@btinternet.com
Bowling skills are not a pre-requisite to
participation, however it is recommended that
bowling at the score keepers legs is avoided.

End-of-Summer-Season Skittles

Lots more events information on the Members Website

Please remember with the new format of
 and its integration with the Members

Website we now only feature key event
articles in .

However, lots more information about
Reigate Beekeepers activities, plus the
events of other organisations, including

training courses and exam information, and
event reports are posted on the website.

The website information also includes a
comprehensive calendar of ‘diary dates’.

Click the links for more events information

http://rbkbblog.com/2013/07/17/next-bee-health-clinic/
mailto:bob@maurer.uk.com
mailto:andrewb38@btinternet.com
http://rbkbblog.com/category/future-events/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/courses-exams/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/event-reports/
http://rbkbblog.com/events/diary-dates/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/future-events/
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  Topical News

photo source demotix.com

Nectar’s Caffeine Buzz Lures Bees back for More
Nothing kicks the brain into gear like a jolt of
caffeine. For bees, that is.

And they don’t need to stand in line for a triple
soy latte. A new study shows that the naturally
caffeine-laced nectar of some plants enhances
the learning process for bees, so that they are
more likely to return to those Flowers.

“The plant is using this as a drug to change a
pollinator’s behaviour for its own benefit,” said
Geraldine Wright, a honeybee brain specialist
at Newcastle University in England, who, with
her colleagues, reported those findings in
‘Science on Thursday’.

The research, other scientists said, not only
casts a new light on the ancient evolutionary
interaction between plants and pollinators, but
is an intriguing confirmation of deep similarities
in brain chemistry across the animal kingdom.

Plants are known to go to great lengths to
attract pollinators. They produce all sorts of
chemicals that affect animal behaviour: sugar
in nectar, memorable fragrances, even
substances in fruit that can act like laxatives in
the service of quick seed dispersal.

Lars Chittka, who studies bee behaviour at
Queen Mary, University of London, and wrote
a commentary on the research in the same
issue of Science, said that in the marketplace
of plants seeking pollinators, the plants “want
their customers to remain faithful,” thus The
sugary nectar and distinctive scents.

“The trick here,” said Dr. Chittka, who was not
involved in the research, “is actually to
influence the memorability of the signal using
a psychoactive drug. And that’s a new trick in
the book for plants.”

Robert A. Raguso, who studies the interactions
of plants and pollinators at Cornell and was not
part of the study, said in an e-mail, “It makes
the reader think twice about where natural
products that have economic importance to
humans actually came from before we
‘discovered’ and co-opted their biology.”
Dr. Wright did not set out to investigate the
evolutionary stratagems of plants. Rather, her
goal was to use the honeybee as a model to
study drugs that are commonly abused. About
eight or nine years ago, she said, “I ran across
this paper on caffeine in floral nectar.” And
then, she said, she thought, “ ‘This could be
quite interesting because there might be some
ecological interaction between the plants and
the pollinator.’ That’s how it started.”

Several varieties of coffee and citrus plants
have toxic concentrations of caffeine in leaves
and other tissues, but low concentrations,
similar to that in weak coffee, in the nectar
itself. The toxic concentrations help plants fend
off predators.

But Dr. Raguso pointed out a well-known axiom
that “The dose makes the poison,” a principle
that Dr. Wright and her colleagues followed in
lab experiments. She conducted learning
experiments with bees to see if they associated
a reward with an odour, the reward being either
sugar water or a combination of sugar water
and caffeine in the same concentrations found
in the nectar of coffee and citrus plants.

The effect of caffeine was not obvious at first,
but as Dr. Wright refined her experiments, it
became more clear that the chemical had a
profound effect on memory. “If you put a low
dose of caffeine in the reward when you teach
them this task, and the amount is similar to
what we drink when we have weak coffee, they
just don’t forget that the odour is associated
with the reward” she said.
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After 24 hours, three times as many bees
remembered the connection between odor and
reward if the reward contained caffeine. After
72 hours, twice as many remembered. They
then tested the effect of caffeine on neurons in
the bee brain and found that its action could
lead to more sensitivity in neurons called
Kenyon cells, which are involved in learning and
memory. Dr. Wright said that this was one
plausible route for enhancing memory, but was
not definitive.
Insect and human brains are vastly different,
and although caffeine has many effects in
people, like increasing alertness, whether it
improves memory is unclear. But the excitation
of the Kenyon cells was similar to the action of
caffeine on cells in the hippocampus in a recent
experiment on rats, Dr. Wright said.

Such similarities in neurochemistry that allow
caffeine to affect mammalian and insect brains
in similar ways may seem surprising, but
insects like fruit flies and the nervous systems
of even more primitive organisms like
nematodes have been used to study learning
at the level of individual cells and the chemistry
that changes their activities.
Cori Bargmann of Rockefeller University, who
studies the brain and behavior of a microscopic
roundworm called Caenorhabditis elegans, said
that the bee findings added more support to
the idea that some very ancient behaviours like
learning must have very deep evolutionary
roots. Finding the common neurochemistry in
such diverse creatures, she said, is like
“learning the vocabulary of the brain.”

courtesy of Epsom BKA and James Gorman

Head-butting Behaviour helps Swarming Bees
Head-butting isn't usually a good persuasion
tactic for humans, but a new study shows that
this behaviour seems to help honeybees reach
a consensus on new hive sites.

In the decision-making process of swarming
bees, where multiple ‘scout’ bees relay
information about suitable locations to other
bees, the insects head-butt each other until
they come to a collective agreement.

Researches studied honeybee swarms on
Appledore Island, in Maine. They gave scout
bees a choice of two identical nest boxes.
Scouts visiting one box were marked with
yellow paint, and those visiting the other box
were marked with pink paint.

During the hive site selection process, scouts
advertise potential locations by performing a
wiggly dance. The team observed that dancing
scouts with yellow paint received significantly
more head-butts from scouts with pink paint
and vice versa, demonstrating that the scouts
are attempting to stop the dances of bees
drawing attention to a competing site. As the
head-butts accumulate, travel to other sites
ceases and the bees prepare to swarm to the
site that was best represented.

The observations indicate that head-butting
helps honeybee swarms reach a rapid
consensus on where to call home, a finding
confirmed by computational models.

courtesy of Bee Culture Magazine

photo source rhs.org.uk

Did you know ?

The honey bee head is triangular when seen from the front. The two antennae are close
together near the centre of the face.

Bee Facts
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Over the last few years there have been several
articles in Italian beekeeping magazines about
the use of wide frame spacing to control varroa.

A presentation by Dr Gardi at the Dublin
Apimondia reported on a three year project to
study the benefits.

855 hives with wide frame spacing were set up
in 15 apiaries in 6 provinces in Italy; the
resulting observations in colonies were
significant and were:-

1. An immediate increase in the drop of both
mature and immature mites.

2. A lower tendency to swarm and in the 3rd
year practically no swarming was
experienced.

3. No deformed bees were found.
4. A more compact brood pattern was

observed.
5. Healthier bees, a result of the reduction in

virus infection and chalk brood.
6. Honey yields increased on average by 22%.

The report concluded that the Italian spacing
method developed Mr Mussi is effective.

In the UK 35 mm spacing is the norm and the
nearest we have to the wider spacing used in
the Italian trial would be by using Manley
frames or 10 space castellated runners - both
give a 41 mm spacing.

To achieve a similar arrangement with National
brood boxes, remove one frame. Put a wide
plastic spacer on the first frame followed by a
narrow plastic spacer on the second, etc., so
the ten frames now have alternating wide and
narrow spacers.

As part of your IPM this additional measure may
deliver a number of benefits according to the
Italian research.

courtesy of Ipswich & East Suffolk BKA

Bee Aeronautics helps Flying Machines Design
We've all seen the classic photos of bees
approaching the hive with their legs dangling
and wondered why they adopt such an
uncomfortable looking posture. Well there may
be an answer!

Unlike aircraft, having their landing gear down
allows bees to fly faster. When orchid
bees extend their hind-legs they pitch forward
to achieve maximal speed and the legs produce
lift forces to either side that help prevent the
bee from rolling.

"The hind-legs resemble airplane wings, which
probably explains why they also generate lift",
says Dr Stacey Combes from the University of
California, Berkeley, who presented her
research April 4 at the Society for Experimental
Biology's annual main
meeting in Canterbury, Kent.

This research is interesting as it could be
applied to design miniature flying machines to
be used for search and rescue missions. "It may
be helpful to be able to reduce the number of
control components needed by using one
structure (like the orchid bee legs) to control
both pitch and roll".

The researchers perform their experiments by
encouraging the bees to fly in an outdoor wind
tunnel using aromatic oils as an incentive.

The bees can reach a
maximum speed of
7.25 m/s, but at these
speeds they lose
rotational stability:
"They roll all the way to
the side or often upside
down, and crash to the
ground", she observes.

This means that what limits the bee's speed is
not muscle power or wing beat, but the pitch
of the body balanced with the resulting
rotational instability. "Having the legs extended
generates stabilizing lift forces and helps reduce
the moment of inertia and the low rolling,
similar to when a spinning figure-skater
extends their arms".

courtesy of the Society for Experimental Biology

Does ‘Wide Spacing’ help Control Varroa ?
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Question - What is pollen ?
Pollen is the essential link of all life support on
our planet. Pollen is a powdery material
produced and shed from the male portion of a
blossom on a stalk called an ‘anther. When a
microscopic pollen grain lands on the ‘pistle’ or
‘stigma’ or female portion of a blossom, a
complex biological union takes place at once.

DNA and chromosome exchange produces the
beginning of a seed and also the fruit or
vegetable that becomes our food supply.

All pollen falls into either one of two different
kinds. One type is a heavy, sticky kind called
‘entomophile’ pollen that does not blow in the
wind and requires a vector such as bees to
transfer pollen between plants. The other kind
is called ‘anemophile’ pollen and is dry and
lightweight, and is dependent on wind to
distribute it for pollination.

This wind blown pollen is 2 to 5 microns in size
and does not contain much nutrition to attract
insects. It is this wind blown pollen that is the
source of hay fever and asthma symptoms.

Entomphile pollen contains nutritious content,
which attracts the bees and other pollen
gathering animals like birds and bats. The
pollen collected by bees is between 80 and 100
microns in size, contains 30% protein and is a
good source of vitamins, minerals and enzymes.

The structure of the tiny pollen grain is
remarkably complex. The surface of the grain
is an exoskeleton called exine, and is covered
with an amazing array of spikes, bumps and
lattice in every conceivable shape. Every
different plant has a different looking pollen
grain and this remarkable variation has aided
the ID of plants known to have existed millions
of years ago.

The outer wall of the pollen grain is formed from
an extremely tough material. This shell protects
the delicate, perishable ‘living’ tissue that
contains the generic components of the plant.
The bee pollen grain is most perishable and is
only viable for a matter of hours as it is usually

delivered to the female stigma (or ovule) within
a short time of its gathering.

The smaller, wind blown pollen grain is much
tougher and is viable and protective for about
24 hours.

Careful examination of any pollen grain surface
reveals one or more apertures or holes in the
protective, hard, outer shell. Sealed with a
delicate membrane, which ruptures upon
contact with the moist surface of the female
stigma, the germinating pollen tube begins to
grow. Within minutes after arrival to the stigma
the tiny pollen root carries reproductive cells
from the pollen grain to the ovule.

Bee pollen type blossoms produce a few
hundred pollen grains which are more efficiently
used by bees to effect pollination. In most
plants the anther (male) and the stigma
(female) are located close to each other,
making it easier for insects to perform the
pollen transfer. In some other examples
however, male and female blossoms are on
separate plants.

Many people take bee pollen, orally, to relieve
the upper respiratory symptoms of ‘hay fever’.
Apparently the bee pollen stimulates the
immune system to neutralize the effects of the
wind blown pollen.

courtesy of Catskill Mountains BKA

Questions & Answers

Please send your questions and queries to the editors and we will seek out
an answer or explanation to publish in a future issue.
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DIY Suggestion
Making your own is

fun and saves money

  DIY Suggestions & Tips

Photographs and idea copyright - Neil Hallam

An Efficient Method to Cull Bees

Sometimes, rather sadly it is necessary to cull
our bees, when a colony is diseased or no
longer viable.

Petrol is often used to cull the bees, but the
method of application needs to be appropriate
to ensure that the culling is effective.

Just pouring petrol into the hive through the
hole in the crown board may not be the best
way. The problem can be that the bees at the
top near the crown board are killed straight
away (often only a small proportion), and they
fall on top of the bees at the bottom of the hive,
forming a barrier to stop the petrol reaching
the rest of the bees. Also the bees that aren’t
killed, but just overcome by the fumes fall to
the bottom. As soon as the petrol evaporates
the bees regain consciousness and apparently
came back to life.

The following is a more effective method.

To avoid a late in the evening visit to your
apiary, you can construct a modified entrance
block with two Porter Bee Escapes (see photo),
and fix this onto the entrance during the
afternoon. The bees returning to the hive are
unable to come out again, no matter how late
in the evening. (Alternatively you can just seal
the hive entrance after all the bees have
returned to the hive.)

For effective dispersal of the petrol you should
use a suitable efficient sprayer to administer
the petrol. Such as a Pump and Go garden
sprayer which is available from stores such as
the Pound Land Shop, (cost £1).

The next day remove the roof and spray petrol
into the hive through the hole in the crown
board. After five minutes remove the crown
board, some bees may still be alive on top of
the frames but dozy and unable to fly due to
the effects of the fumes.

Spray more petrol on them and also spray into
the gaps between the frames and the walls
which will definitely kill all the bees.

Ten minutes later remove the frames (one by
one) and brush the dead bees on the surface
of the frames into a dust bin liner (and spray
any more remaining flying bees, if any).

This will give you 100% control, and enable you
to cull all the bees at once. Only about 150 ml
of petrol should be required.

After clearing the bees from the frames, empty
all the dead bees from the floor board into a
waste bag and seal the bag. Dispose of the bees
and any diseased frames by burning in a
suitable hole dug in the ground and cover with
soil.

Remember to safely dispose of the plastic bottle
that contained the petrol afterwards.

based on notes and photos by Dennis Chow

Please Leave a Comment

Click to comment on this item…

http://rbkbblog.com/2013/06/29/august-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/06/29/august-2013-beenews-comment/
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 Members Website

Visit the Reigate Members website for all the very latest information about Reigate
Beekeeper’s activities, and for further information about the articles and features mentioned
in , plus beekeeping advice and articles of interest.

Including Apiary News, Events News, Swarm Stories,
Library News, Who to Contact; plus External Notices,
and ‘This Month in the Apiary’, including Tips Checklist
and topical monthly Advice. Click Members Website

6 ounces Honey
5 ounces Almonds
1 teaspoon Sesame Oil

Recipe (34) Honey Buscuits

Grind the almonds and oil in a blender or
food processor until they become a
paste. Add the honey and blend again.
Use as a spread on toast or muffins -
delicious!

 Honey Recipes
Favourite Reigate Recipes

This month we feature a quick and very simple but delicious use of honey from Audrey Gill’s
recipe collection.

Please send your favourite honey recipe or interesting culinary use to the editors.

 Equipment  News

While this year has been difficult
for bees (and beekeepers) some of
us are lucky enough to have
enough honey to extract, which will
need to be bottled.

For all of us we will also need to undertake
autumn varroa treatments.
Members wishing to buy jars and lids, as well
as Apiguard, Oxalic and Acetic acid treatments,
can order directly through Reigate Beekeepers.
Orders placed will be delivered directly to
Henfold for collection on a Wednesday night,
thereby avoiding the significant carriage costs
associated with deliveries of glass and acid.

To take advantage of this service please collect
an order form from Richard Stuart on a
Wednesday evening, or download from the
Members website (click here), and return it with

full payment no later than Wednesday 14th

August. Orders received after this date or
without payment will not be processed.
All orders will be delivered to Henfold and will
be available for collection from Henfold on
Wednesday 21st  August.
The division also has four extractors available
for hire, at a cost of £5 for a week plus a £5
returnable deposit. Two are 9 frame electric
extractors, one is a 9 frame manual extractor
and one is a 2 frame manual extractor. There
is also a capping tray and settling tank available
for hire, all on a weekly basis.
To hire this equipment, again please contact
Richard Stuart. Items will be available on a
first come first served basis.
Please make sure you clean them thoroughly
before they are returned.

Orders for Jars, Lids & Varroa Treatments + Extractor Hire by Richard Stuart

http://rbkbblog.com
http://rbkbblog.files.wordpress.com/2013/07/jars-caps-treatments-order-form-2013.docx

